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 --=--=--=> AH! SDK module: MulMice32 

 --=--=--=> Minesweeper 3D! Revolution 

 --=--=--=> Missile Frenzy! 

 --=--=--=> Ravage Again 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 
 
 MulMice32 is part of the AH! SDK module, a compilation of libraries developed in 

order to simplify the use of the Dark GDK 3D engine and/or Direct SDK API, and also to add 

features to them. 

 Its aim (MulMice32) is to allow the user (Dark GDK or DirectX based application 

programmer) to separate each mouse that is connected to the hardware to get several mice 

pointers which act independently from each other. The user can also create groups of 

physical mice which control the same pointer on the screen, or set properties as the hand 

that controls a group (left-handed or right-handed) and the sensitivity for each different 

model of mouse. This library can be used to develop mice-controlled only video games, or to 

offer new multiplayer game possibilities. 



 
* 3 good reasons to adopt 

** Revolutionary, user-friendly, convivial 

*** go now to www.y-boss.com (this site does not exist) 

 

This flier’s been designed to present the project in class (communication subject) 

* * 

** 

*** 

http://www.y-boss.com/


 

 
 Don’t bother anymore with endless games of minesweeper all night long! Add in a 

third dimension to this legendary game without pulling your hair out! A new revolution in 

the minesweeper game world is born: 

 - Easy-to-use camera system, the same as in space opera RTS games 

 - Several independent boards you can play through as you want 

 - Each board contains one or more floors which you can partially or totally hide 

 - Acquire bonus clicks (safe clicks) each time you complete a floor or a board 

 - Color clues to help you identify mines on adjacent floors 

 - 3 levels of difficulty (alters shown clues, number of boards and floors, percentage of 

mines, and number of bonus clicks awarded) 

 

 

 

 



 

 
 Tell me your score, I’ll tell you how skillful you are… 

 Missile Frenzy! is a simple agility game in which you have to survive for as long as you 

can by using your mouse to avoid missiles and rockets that are fired at you nonstop. They’ll 

be more and more as you advance in time and they’ll get faster until you get hit by one of 

them. 

 - Precisely adjustable level of difficulty 

 - Trigger bonuses by having two rockets colliding, or by passing near one of them 

(near miss, or even scraper!!!) 

 - Simple but mind-blowing particle effects! 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
 Do you know Ravage? Not the game in which you play a monster that must destroy 

buildings and eat people, but the one by alpha helix made in 1995, which is a vertical-

scrolling futuristic shoot’em up. 

 How sad! This game doesn’t run properly on recent 32 bits systems like Windows XP. 

 Ravage Again is here for you! This game is a complete recasting of the old one, but 

this time it is compatible with recent architectures. Apart from that, it’s perfectly similar to 

the previous version, so every fan can retrieve the game as he left it nearly 15 years ago. 

 A new version will be planned after this one is complete, and will be an enhanced 

version, with new cool graphics, sounds, music and even new levels and weapons! 

 This project is currently in crafting process, so there is no demo available. 

 

 

 

 

 



 As a lot of people helped me become what I am today, I cannot end this “bôôk” 

without some acknowledgements. As a matter of fact, all of these games wouldn’t be 

realizable if I didn’t meet some persons who really helped me in my quest of cool video 

games projects. 

 

 First, I wish to thank Vincent RIVIERE, my Technology institute’s system and network 

administrator, who gave me very important tricks about the usage of Microsoft Visual Studio 

and the C++ language, and also about the basics of Windows system programming (Callback 

functions, window procedure, etc...) which all were very useful. In the same way, I wish to 

thank Pascal BALLET who also gave me some tricks. 

 

 I also wish to thank the dark basic development team and particularly Lee BAMBER, 

who created 3D games creator, and also, don’t forget them, all the members of the Game 

creators’ forum who helped me in many ways too (especially the owner of “star wraith 3D 

game studios” web site and creator of these awesome games, and Carlos “Dark Coder” 

Wilkes who gave me some tricks). 

 

 Finally, I thank my family and my friends who supported me all the time 

 

 Once again thank you all, and also thanks to everyone I forgot here (hope I forgot no 

one) 
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